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It Is very painful Indeed to contemplate the waste in connection with our natural resources. Forests have been ruthlessly destroyed by the axe and by forest fires and the combination of fire and overgrazing has destroyed the natural grass cover over millions of acres of what was once rich productive prairie soils. Plowing, preparation and the cultivation of intertilled crops up and down our slopes have helped the runoff water to go off faster and carry many tons of soil per acre annually from our best upland cultivated fields. When the natural cover of forest or grass is destroyed and the top soil is left exposed to the uncontrolled runoff water, the natural result is the loss of soil from the uplands and destructive floods down the streams. In addition, springs and streams have dried up that formerly had water during the most severe drouths.
With the absorptive top soil now washed away from 125,000,000 acres of formerly productive fields in the United States, it is time for this nation to take active measures for the conservation of the good soils that are still left under cultivation and to cooperate with nature in restoring to either grass or trees the fields from which all the top soil is gone or that have been ruined by gully erosion.
Some have argued that this problem must be left with each individual land owner, but I maintain that the conservation of our greatest resource, the soil, cannot be left with Individual land owners. We have been expending millions of dollars of the tax payers money in the construction of great levees to hold back flood waters and yet we have permitted individuals, through private exploitations to destroy the natural grass and forest cover of the head waters above and enrich themselves at the expense of the masses of our people. No individual has a right to make an individual fortune through the wanton destruction of grass and trees and by careless methods destroy the good top soil on millions of acres, resulting in flood waters and the deposition of silt and sediment which costs us millions of dollars down the stream.
As a basis for an intelligent method of procedure in conserving our good soils and economically reclaiming our badly eroded and gullied fields and pastures we must map and classify the soils in a way that will give us the necessary knowledge regarding the several factors which must be considered for the beat utilization of each field, whether privately owned or as a part of the public domain. The Plains Region, an area of about 36,000, acres, roughly 400 miles long from nort south and 150 miles wide from east to w southern Kansas, through Oklahoma and n Texas.
The mature soils of this region, u with a slope between zero and 3% have a cious clay pan development in Horizon B Horizon A varies from 8 to 15 inches in where erosion has not removed the surfa Due to this clay pan development, these have a very low infiltration capacity a rolling phases suffer seriously from sh sion where poor methods of crop and soi agement are practiced. The disintegrat rial of the more rolling and steeper sl shallow and sandstone rock often comes surface. The subsoil usually varies fr friable sandy clay to a stiff red clay rock in the shallow phases. The region characterized by severe drouth and a to type of rainfall. The soils naturally very badly and especially when farmed i tilled row crops with the rows up and d slopes.
The region was originally surveyed square sections with the section lines ing from east to west and from north to and the custom has been to plow, plant tivate with the fence lines without con the slope of the fields. The pride of neers and of their sons has been to pla straight row a half mile long. Each pl furrow or cultivator shovel up and down has helped to get the water off faster carry more soil with it.
Badly Gullied Fields
Wherever there is a good cover of forest or grass, erosion is not a serio lem. Nature's methods, where not hinder the hand of man, usually take care of t lem. We find badly gullied pastures ca the custom of annually burning off the combined with overgrazing. Cow trails on trails up and down the slope have re in the formation of gullies where the s Is not well protected by vegetation. N all fields with over &% slope that have intertilled crops for 20 years or longe now badly eroded and usually abandoned cultivation. Nearly 2,000,000 acres of cultivated fields in the state of Oklah now in that condition.
About 750,000 acres of the pastures State of Oklahoma are mutilated with ba lies. This picture represents an avera 48,000 acres in Payne County.
The reclamation of these gullied f a slow process and it must be brought a
